HYGIENE
RHINO HYGIENE SNEEZE SCREEN GUARDS
PROTECTIVE FILM COVERS
All our sneeze screens come with a protective film on both sides of the Acrylic.
Please remove these prior to use.
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
All our Sneeze screens are acrylic formed and although some versions maybe free standing,
for those that aren’t we always reccomend they are fixed to your counter or desk
with a High bond Double Sided Tape (ideally a Gel Tape), or screwing using
2 or 4 fixing points. If you are using a Double Sided Tape, please ensure the
whole base is covered to maximise surface adhesion.
For Screwing, please use a sharp metal drill bit for your pilot hole, and using a
drill at high speed drill slowly through the acrylic base ideally also using masking tape
over the hole before you start. You should always drill a pilot hole (approx 4-5mm)
before you screw into the counter using screws. Do not over tighten the screws.
CLEANING and AFTERCARE
Acrylic as a material can be more susceptible to scratching than traditional glass so
we advise you clean your Acrylic Screens carefully with dedicated cloths. The best
cleaning fluid to use is a weak soapy water solution. Anything other than this
such as window cleaning solutions could lead to very light scratching or abrasion.
Use soft microfiber towels or dedicated glass cleaning cloths. Remove all brand
labels from the cloths or keep these away from the surface as these can cause
scratching and marring. We recommend using two cloths; one to apply the cleaning
product and the other cloth to buff to a smear free finish. Using the first damp cloth
wipe the surface thoroughly. As the cleaner dries, take the second dry towel and
lightly buff the surface to remove any streaks and smears.
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